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1 About this Document
1.1 Introduction
Empowering communities to travel through sustainable and healthy means, including a
shift away from car use, and more equitable access to transport, brings a range of
benefits to local people, places and our wider environment. The Community Rail Network,
Connected Stations, A guide to community-led station travel planning: linking rail with
sustainable transport

While rail capacity at these three strategically important village stations has dramatically improved
in very recent years, both through the introduction of half-hourly services and the doubling from
four to eight-car trains, improvements to physical access to and within stations have lagged far
behind.
Simultaneously, marked growth in population, vehicle traffic and station footfall have exacerbated
impingements to safe access to stations and across increasingly busy station-side level crossings.
The potential for important modal shift away from polluting and congesting motor vehicle traffic has
been undermined.
The consensus locally and nationally on the vital role of independent active and sustainable travel, in
addressing economic, environmental and health concerns, prompts an important challenge at this
critical moment to make simple, practical and relatively affordable adaptations that would unlock
access to rail.
It is the aim of this document to assist relevant rail, transport and highways decision-makers in
viewing the overall picture of access to local rail travel in this corridor, in order identify areas for
achievable improvement.

1.2 Audience
The audience for this document includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Govia Thameslink Railway
Network Rail
The Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Community Rail Partnership Steering Group, including
Railfuture, the Community Rail Network, local parish councils and local businesses
The Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Rail User Group
South Cambridgeshire District Council
Cambridgeshire County Council
The Greater Cambridge Partnership
The Combined Authority
Anthony Browne, MP for South Cambridgeshire

1.3 Structure
This rest of document is arranged as follows:
•
•
•
•

Section 2 describes the stations in their local context, including footfall figures, population
estimates and local area connectivity.
Section 3 has a summary of the findings of the station audit detailed in Appendix A.
Section 4 describes priorities for improvements to the stations, as discovered in our
Passenger Benefit Fund survey.
Section 5 describes suggested improvements to the stations.
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•

Appendix A includes a detailed audit of the current situation at the stations, in terms of
signage, access, facilities and features.

1.4 Further Information
There is more information about the Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Community Rail Partnership
here: http://meldrethsheprethfoxtonrail.org.uk/
Please contact us using the following email addresses:
Susan van de Ven, Chair, susanvandeven5@gmail.com
Sarah Grove, Project Officer, sarahgrove.msfcrp@gmail.com
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2 Our Stations in Context
2.1 Location
The Cambridge Line runs from Cambridge junction on the East Coast Main Line to Shepreth Branch
Junction on the West Anglia Main Line and forms part of the route between London King's Cross and
East Anglia. Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton are the three stations between Royston and Cambridge.

2.2 Train Services
The train service at the stations is operated by Govia Thameslink Railway under the Great Northern
and Thameslink brands. Trains that stop at the stations are usually 8 car 700 trains, although some 8
car 387 trains are also in use on the route.
The normal train service on Monday to Friday is every 30 minutes.
On Saturdays, Sundays, and Public Holidays the train service is at 60-minute intervals.
Fast trains also pass through the station non-stop at frequent intervals. Although Thameslink trains
which run though the core to London Bridge and Brighton pass through the village stations, they do
not stop.
Each station consists of an Up and Down platform. The Up platform is on the south side of the
station and serves trains running to Royston, Stevenage and London Kings Cross. The Down platform
is on the north side of the station and serves trains running to Cambridge.
Freight trains pass through the stations, and a branch line operates from Foxton to the Barrington
Quarry, at present bringing materials in to back fill the quarry.

2.3 Footfall at the Stations
The figures below show that the three stations are providing a considerable service to the district,
and that rail use continues to grow. The 2018-19 figures are affected by the timetable problems of
May 2018, however footfall at the stations in this period fell by much less than the national average
and continued to grow at Shepreth.
The table and graph below show ORR estimated footfall figures for the three stations from 2012-13
to 2018-19:
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Meldreth 221,774

243,646

267,218

278,044

269,934

307,868

295,470

Shepreth

86,304

92,146

105,802

105,852

110,756

114,294

115,600

Foxton

87,934

87,164

94,080

88,236

92,908

102,170

101,990

Total

396,012

422,956

467,100

472,132

473,598

524,332

513,060

This shows a % increase of 33.2% at Meldreth, 33.9% at Shepreth and 15.9% at Foxton over 7 years.
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ORR Station Usage
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Graph: ORR estimates of station usage from 2012-13 to 2018-19 at Meldreth, Shepreth
and Foxton

2.4 Population Data for Local Villages
The following table shows population estimates for the villages served by Meldreth, Shepreth and
Foxton stations and is based on 2018 population estimate data from Cambridgeshire Insight:
Parish
Barrington
Fowlmere
Foxton
Harston
Haslingfield
Melbourn
Meldreth
Orwell
Shepreth
Whaddon

2018
1,100
1,280
1,280
1,820
1,780
4,750
2,020
1,070
780
530

Total

18,428

The population of South Cambridgeshire is expected to continue to grow 23.6% from 2018 figures by
2031.

2.5 Aurora Meldreth Manor School and Home
Meldreth is home to Aurora Meldreth Manor, a specialist school and children’s home which
supports children and young people age 6-19 years who have multiple disabilities, including sensory
and physical impairments. Despite being only a 15-minute walk away, the lack of an accessible
London platform means that carers are unable to use Meldreth, their local station, as a starting point
for trips and outings.
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2.6 Local Area Transport Context
Several projects are under consideration or under way locally, which would be complemented by the
proposals in this document. The MSFCRP and RUG respond to all local travel consultations and have
been recognised as stakeholders by the organisations proposing the Foxton Travel Hub, Cambridge
South Station, and East West Rail.
2.6.1

South Cambridgeshire Local Plan

The South Cambridgeshire Local Plan sets out the vision, policies and proposals for the future
development and land use in South Cambridgeshire to 2031. Significant new housing development
is planned for the local area. Paragraph 10.5 states:
A few rural parts of the district are well served by rail, for example the A10 corridor both
north and south of Cambridge, while others rely on the market towns and Cambridge for
access to the railway network. Improved access to stations and interchanges, for example
improved cycle access via cycle path networks or quiet routes, can help encourage more
people to cycle and more people to travel by train rather than car.

2.6.2

Transport Strategy for Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire

Published by Cambridgeshire County Council in 2014, the Transport Strategy for Cambridge and
South Cambridgeshire defines the Royston to Cambridge corridor and identifies the railway line as
“the obvious focus for providing a high quality passenger transport corridor” (HQPT). Various
interventions to reduce vehicular traffic and to encourage rail use in the Royston to Cambridge
Corridor are identified and summarised on page 5-12:
This means in the first instance, strengthening the role of the railway through increasing
the attractiveness of the services and accessibility to the stations. The stations will be
designated as major transport interchanges and their roles will be reinforced as a focus
for cycle, pedestrian and community transport networks.

Figure 5.12 of the Transport Strategy, reproduced below, sets out lists planned interventions for the
Royston to Cambridge corridor:

Figure 5.12 from the Transport Strategy for Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire
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2.6.3

Foxton Travel Hub

Foxton station's location on the edge of the village, the busy A10 road to Cambridge, and bus routes
A and D, give it significant potential for development as a transport interchange, including high
quality bus interchange facilities, a much improved drop-off area, secure cycle parking, disabled
parking and car parking for rail access.
The Greater Cambridge Partnership are currently investigating options with the Foxton Travel Hub
project: https://www.greatercambridge.org.uk/transport/transport-projects/foxton. The current
proposal is for 950 car parking spaces and 90 cycle spaces as a mix of racks and lockers. Two sites,
one to the north, and one to the south of the railway line, have been proposed and have gone to
consultation.
The MSFCRP has supported the principle of a travel hub at Foxton, whilst questioning the scale of
the development and the access to the station, given that the parking facilities will be on the
opposite side of the A10 and that it is designed around a highly problematic level crossing.

Map: Possible sites for Foxton Travel Hub

2.6.4

Melbourn Greenway

The Melbourn Greenway, initiated by the Greater Cambridge Partnership (GCP), is a proposed
corridor connection linking Cambridge and Royston via Melbourn., and enabling cyclists, pedestrians
and non-motorised users (NMU) to travel actively and sustainably between points within the
corridor, and with a particular focus on home-work travel. Proposals identify an NMU path linking
Melbourn village to Meldreth Station, and Melbourn to Royston and access to fast London trains.
MSFCRP encourages consideration of the simultaneous need to link villages such as Fowlmere,
Barrington and Bassingbourn with Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Stations via safe NMU routes, to
unlock safe active travel access to high quality rail services, creating a genuine network of active
travel access to rail services.
Very short distance car journeys to station vicinities are the norm where no safe provision exists for
walking, cycling and scootering between villages. It would be to the benefit of all to create safe
NMU routes linking villages and stations.
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Picture: Extract from Melbourn Greenway Consultation Leaflet

2.6.5

Cambridge South Station

It is proposed to build Cambridge South Station close to Addenbrooke’s and the Cambridge
Biomedical Campus. Trains between Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Stations and Cambridge will run
through Cambridge South. MSFCRP seek to ensure that the village stopping train services will call at
Cambridge South, as this would allow a significant workforce population to travel sustainably and
relieve pressure on roads and already in-demand Park and Ride facilities.
2.6.6

Cambridgeshire Autonomous Metro

The Cambridge Autonomous Metro is a proposal for a network of transport links, provided by selfguided buses to improve links to Cambridge city centre from outlying part of Cambridgeshire. The
extent of the proposed CAM network can be seen in the diagram below.

Diagram: Planned CAM network
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The planned extent of the CAM to the south of Cambridge city is an arm which extends to
Trumpington and Hauxton. Thus, the villages south of Hauxton will be reliant on the railway line to
connect into the CAM network, possibly at an interchange at Cambridge South or Cambridge Central
stations.
2.6.7

East West Rail

In January 2020 it was announced that the preferred route option for the central section of East
West Rail was corridor E.
The diagram below shows a junction with the Cambridge Line or West Anglia Main Line south of
Cambridge and north of Foxton, but the precise location of this junction remains unclear. If the
junction is north of Foxton, East West Rail trains will not run through the village stations of
Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton, however, the timetabling of these trains leaving Cambridge and
Cambridge South could affect services to the villages.

Picture: East West Rail Central Section Corridor E

2.7 Connectivity of Local Villages to the Stations
Facilities at railway stations have remained largely unchanged over the last 50 years. Access to them
from the town or village they serve is by way of shared-use public highways. Use of these highways
is daunting for many cycle users. The RailFuture Bike + Train campaign (forthcoming) seeks to
establish a standard for both cycle paths and cycle storage that will encourage active transport.
The DfT Transport Decarbonisation Plan-plan, which has a goal of achieve 'net zero' greenhouse gas
transport system by 205,. states:
Public transport and active travel will be the natural first choice for our daily activities. We
will use our cars less and be able to rely on a convenient, cost-effective and coherent
public transport network.

Passengers will only walk or cycle to the station if they feel safe to do so. Unfortunately, many of
the connecting roads between local villages are unlit and lack footways for walkers or dedicated
space for cyclists, as described below.
2.7.1

Local Area Public Footpaths

The map below shows local area public footpaths in red. Those that give access to the stations
include the public footpath from Foxton Station to Foxton Village, and from Meldreth and Melbourn
to Meldreth Station. The public footpath from Melbourn to Meldreth is not step free to the
platform and the public footpath from Meldreth High St to the station has a kissing gate as an
obstruction to push chairs and wheelchairs.
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Map: Public Footpaths in the vicinity of the stations

2.7.2

Village Connectivity

The map above also indicates where there is a lack of connectivity for walking and cycling between
the villages, making it difficult for residents in nearby villages to access the stations using active
travel methods. The table below describes the active travel connectivity between local villages and
the stations serving them:
From Village
Barrington
Barrington

To Station
Foxton
Shepreth

Fowlmere
Fowlmere
Harston
Haslingfield

Foxton
Shepreth
Foxton
Foxton

Orwell
Whaddon

Meldreth
Meldreth

Connectivity
Access via road, no pavement or cycle path
Footpath across fields, not suitable for cycles
Access via road, no pavement or cycle path
Access via road, no pavement or cycle path
Access via road, no pavement or cycle path
Access via A10 cycle path, well maintained and lit
Via Barrington: no pavement or cycle path
Via Harston: no pavement or cycle path between
Haslingfield and Harston, then A10 cycle path
Access via road, no pavement or cycle path
Access via road, no pavement or cycle path
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3 Station Audit
3.1 Purpose
The purpose of the station audit is to assess access to and from the station and last mile routes to
identify gaps and barriers to access for people with mobility issues, hidden disabilities and those
travelling with luggage and/or children.
If we can make the stations work for these groups, they will work better for all
passengers. RailFuture East Anglia, Easy Stations, November 2019

3.2 Scope
The stations were assessed on the following key criteria (from the RailFuture Easy Stations Audit):
•
•
•
•

Getting to the station – for example local signage, nearby bus stops, availability of parking,
cycle parks
Access to the trains and platforms – such as step free access, covered seating on platforms,
ticket vending machines, tactile paving
Facilities at staffed stations – including waiting rooms, toilets
Other features – including imaginative reuse of buildings, murals, floral displays

3.3 Findings
This section summarises some of the key observations; the full audit report can be found in
Appendix A. These key findings have helped to identify some of the improvements suggested for the
stations, as set out in Section 5.

Picture: Major findings from Station Audit
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4 Passenger Benefit Fund Survey Responses
In May 2019 Govia Thameslink Railway announced that each of our stations would be awarded £80k
as part of the Passenger Benefit Fund, a scheme of compensation for those stations affected by the
problems introducing the new timetable in May 2018.
MSFRUG and CRP carried out a survey of our rail users via email, Facebook and meeting to discover
what their priorities were for improvements at the station.
The lists of improvements below were submitted to GTR by the MSFRUG and CRP.
Some of the measures in this list have already taken place, the remainder have been incorporated
into the suggested improvements in Section 5.

4.1 Priorities for Meldreth
1. Ticket Machine for London Platform
2. Ramp to Cambridge Platform (Melbourn Science Park Contribution requires rail industry
match funding)
3. Additional Covered Cycle Parking on both sides of the station, including CCTV [Note that a
new double height cycle rack has been installed next to the station building thanks to the
Cycle Rail Fund and the South Cambridgeshire District Council Zero Carbon Communities
Grant]
4. Additional seating on the Cambridge platform
5. Resite Kissing Gate on footpath from high street to improve access
6. Platform extension to allow full access to eight-car trains
7. Repaint yellow lines on footbridge steps
8. Step free access between platforms
9. Extend ticket office opening hours

4.2 Priorities for Shepreth
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ticket Machine for Cambridge Platform
Additional covered cycle parking, including CCTV, on both platforms
Additional covered seating on both platforms
Additional car parking space, e.g. lease of land from Network Rail to provide car park on
Cambridge side
5. Access between platforms without having to cross the level crossing
6. Adopt the decommissioned BT phone box as tool shed/storage for station gardeners

4.3 Priorities for Foxton
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ticket Machine for Cambridge Platform
Secure covered cycle parking on both sides of the station, including CCTV
Improvements (e.g. door and heating) to London Bound waiting room
Additional covered seating on both platforms
Reopen part of the closed station building as offices for local business
Access between platforms without having to cross the level crossing
Car parking facilities
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5 Improvements
The improvements in this section are gathered together from the station audit (summarised in
section 3 and in full in Appendix A) and from the Passenger Benefit Fund survey (described in section
4). They fall into the following categories:
1. Train Service Improvements
2. Recommendations for each of the stations
3. Local Footpath and cycle path improvements.

5.1 Train Service Improvements
It is our aspiration to have a true seven day a week service at our stations. This would entail
increasing the frequency of weekend trains from one an hour to one every 30 minutes.
Prior to the May 2018 timetable change, there were semi-fast services to London in the morning and
afternoon peak. A restoration of these services would mean that there would be a one-hour
duration service to London from our stations, which is not currently possible without changing at
Royston or Letchworth at peak times.

5.2 Meldreth Railway Station Recommendations
5.2.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a ticket machine (this would avoid passengers from Melbourn to London having to cross
the footbridge to buy a ticket then cross it again to catch the train.
Provide clear signage at platform exit of best routes to Melbourn and Meldreth amenities.
Provide a step free ramp to the Melbourn footpath. Section 106 developer contribution funding
is in place to allow upgrading the footpath, subject to landowner agreement. However, step
free access to the Up platform awaits funding.
Provide modern compliant seating along the platform.
Provide yellow safety line/hatching.
Provide step-free access to the Down platform, for example a new footbridge with ramps or lifts.
Extend the platform to allow full access to 8 car trains.

5.2.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Down platform

Provide shelter along much of the platform.
Provide modern compliant seating along the platform.
Provide yellow safety line/hatching.
Provide clear signage on platform of best routes at all platform exits to Melbourn and Meldreth
amenities.
Provide clear safe step free and other impediment free route from base of footbridge to
Meldreth High Street, i.e. remove the kissing gate and replace with navigable barriers.
Provide clear signage to Meldreth and Melbourn at the car park exit.
Extend the platform to allow full access to 8 car trains.

5.2.3
•

Up platform

Signage along Meldreth High Street

Provide a larger and clear sign indicating the footpath to the Down platform and footbridge.
Remove or modify the ancient kissing gate to allow bicycles, buggies and wheelchairs to move
along it. Clear path leaves each year and plan to widen and repave to full width.
The sign on a pole indication of the station should be replaced with a larger version. Branches
and foliage removed at the appropriate time of year.
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•

Provide large clear motorist signage along all three roads that converge near the station
entrance.

5.2.4
•
•

Cut back the hedge blocking the footpath into the station.
Establish a turning circle for mini-bus, rubbish collection vehicle and railway service vans to turn
more easily and safely.

5.2.5
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The footpath from the Up platform to Melbourn

Provide cycle parking at base of steps that lead up to the platform/ footbridge.
Widen and pave the entire width of the footpath and clearly indicate its use for walking and
cycling (we have secured a contribution from Melbourn Science Park Contribution towards this).
Use low-level and modern hi tech methods of lighting the path for its entire length.

5.2.6
•

Meldreth Station car park area

Signage in Melbourn

Provide clear signage to places in Melbourn at the Melbourn end where other paths join, and
the path joins Station Road.
Provide clear signage appropriate for mode of travel to the station at the point where the path
leaves Station Road for the A10 underpass and station.
Continue the signage in Melbourn indicating best routes to Science Park, Village College, other
places of interest for walkers and cyclists from the station.
Along the High Street add a sign on the reverse of the existing signage that points the way to the
station. This will ensure that drivers coming into Melbourn from Royston are reminded of the
station in the same way as those driving in the opposite direction.
Provide a station sign when arriving from along Mortlock Street.

5.3 Shepreth Railway Station Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve passenger facilities on the Cambridge platform to include a ticket machine, with
suitable CCTV coverage.
Provide additional CIS on the Cambridge platform, further along the platform.
Provide additional seating to both platforms.
Provide handrails on the ramp to the Cambridge platform.
Provide yellow safety line/hatching to platforms.
Reinstate the unofficial car park to improve capacity (see map below).
Provide cycle parking on the Cambridge Platform side.
Install a better local map showing village facilities.
Improve the profile of station with better entrance signage.
Adopt the decommissioned BT phone box as tool shed/storage for station gardeners.
Provide step-free access between platforms without having to cross the level crossing, for
example a new footbridge with ramps or lifts.
Refurbish the station building to allow a local business to provide services for passengers,
including refreshments.
Extend the platforms to accommodate 8 car trains. Many families visit Shepreth from
Cambridge, and it is not always clear when boarding the train that only the front four carriages
will open doors at Shepreth. This causes some families to miss the stop altogether, having to get
off at Meldreth, and cross the footbridge in order to return to Shepreth.
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Map: Showing location (in purple) of unofficial car park in Shepreth, now fenced off as
Network Rail Depot.

5.4 Foxton Railway Station Recommendations
These recommendations are made in light of the lack of any apparent funding opportunity to
redesign Foxton level crossing with a bridge or underpass.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide car parking and cycle parking/storage.
Facilities on the Cambridge platform are poor compared with the London platform. There is an
area of waste land behind the platform (see map below) that could be used to provide space for:
o Proper waiting shelter – to be built on back of platform.
o Ticket machine – this would save some passengers having to cross the tracks twice to
purchase a ticket.
o Covered cycle storage facility.
o Passenger help point.
o CCTV for the above facilities.
Install additional waiting shelters on the London platform. The existing shelter is beyond the
stopping point of the train which could cause delays whilst passengers walk to along the
platform to board a train.
Improvement the existing London Bound waiting room with a door and heating.
Provide additional covered seating on the Cambridge Platform.
Provide yellow safety line/hatching to the London platform.
Install a local information map at the station to highlight any local attractions, the footpath to
the village or possible local walks.
Install an accessible footbridge over the tracks to allow passengers to travel between platforms
when the level crossing barriers are down.
Improve the ramps to the platforms with handrails.
Improve the footpath from Foxton village to the station with lighting, paving and remove the
kissing gate to allow its use by pushchairs and wheelchairs.
Extend the London platform to accommodate 8 car trains.
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•

Reopen part of the closed station building as offices for local business.

Map: showing location (in purple) of triangle of waste ground at Foxton Station

5.5 Local Footway and Cycle Path Improvements
There is scope, as part of the Melbourn Greenway scheme, or other Highways improvement scheme
to improve access to the stations via active travel. This would mean upgrading existing roads to
provide dedicated footway and cycle routes between:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barrington and Foxton, along Foxton Road/Barrington Road
Barrington and Shepreth, along Barrington Road
Fowlmere and Foxton, along Fowlmere Road
Fowlmere and Shepreth, along Shepreth Road
Haslingfield and Barrington, over Chapel Hill
Orwell and Meldreth, along Malton Road
Whaddon and Meldreth, along Whaddon Road.

5.6 Conclusion
We believe that improvement measures for access to and mobility at Meldreth, Shepreth and
Foxton Stations, as identified in this document, would significantly contribute to maximizing the
potential of rail as local transport, thus relieving pressures elsewhere on the transport network.
While some improvement measures would be more costly than others, and require significant
funding focus, the opportunity to seize myriad small opportunities should not be lost, as collectively
these would bring about a step change.
There is a growing focus on health and wellbeing, with customers keen to look after
themselves, making more active transport choices and demanding a journey that
improves rather than harms their health…As well as beautiful public spaces, stations can
be the core of a healthy network – where cycling and walking are easy and obvious
choices. Network Rail, Tomorrow’s Living Station, October 2019
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Appendix A

Audit of the Stations

Previous Audit
In 2016 an audit of Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton stations was carried out by Railfuture East Anglia
and many improvements were suggested. In light of the additional Easy Stations report by
Railfuture in 2019, where the stations at Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton were not well graded, the
Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Community Rail Partnership has repeated the audit with the aim of
identifying:
•
•
•

why the stations performed badly in the Railfuture Easy Stations assessment
what features would improve the stations’ performance in the next assessment
how future investment should be prioritised.

The audit/survey of the stations and their environs took place during April 2020.
Performance in the Railfuture Easy Stations Audit
Railfuture East Anglia carried out an audit in 2019 and surveyed 100 of the 111 stations in the East
Anglian Region. Their aim was to identify those stations in the region which are easy to use, and to
encourage investment in improving accessibility.
The stations were assessed on the following key criteria:
•
•
•
•

Getting to the station – for example local signage, nearby bus stops, availability of parking,
cycle parks
Access to the trains and platforms – such as step free access, covered seating on platforms,
ticket vending machines, tactile paving
Facilities at staffed stations – including waiting rooms, toilets
Other features – including imaginative reuse of buildings, murals, floral displays.

Stations were graded from A to E (best to worst). Our stations were graded as follows:
•
•
•

Meldreth falls into Category 2: Staffed Stations with Medium Footfall and was given an
overall C grading.
Shepreth falls into Category 3: Unstaffed Stations and was given an overall D grading.
Foxton Station falls into Category 3: Unstaffed Stations and was given an overall D grading.

About this section
In this section, we have used the Railfuture Easy Stations Audit criteria to describe the current
situation at all three stations. Section 4 will describe suggested improvements to station access.
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Appendix A.1

Meldreth Railway Station Audit

Meldreth Station directly serves the adjoined villages of Meldreth and Melbourn and to the
nearby villages of Whaddon and Orwell. These villages lie within the South Cambridgeshire District
of the County of Cambridgeshire. The station is entirely within the parish of Meldreth.

Map: Geographic location of Meldreth Station between Meldreth (N) and Melbourn (S)

Meldreth Station has two platforms connected by a concrete footbridge.
The Up platform is on the Melbourn (S) side of the station and serves trains running to Royston,
Stevenage and London Kings Cross. The Down platform is on the Meldreth (N) side of the station and
serves trains running to Cambridge.
Appendix A.1.1 Getting to the station
Parking
The main station entrance is via a car park at the south west end of the Down platform.
The well-maintained car park has 40 bays, including 2 premier parking bays and 2 disabled bays.
There are 5 Sheffield Stands for cycle parking installed either side of the ramp to the platform. A
double height covered cycle store for 16 cycles has been installed at the front of the station building.
There is no designated drop off point nor a designated turning area for minibuses and vans.
Once in the station carpark entrance, the footway off the High Street is partially blocked by an
overgrown hedgerow.
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Photo: Disabled parking bays (double height cycle rack also visible)

Photo: premier parking spaces, cycle stands and ramp

Signage
Signage from
Meldreth

•
•

Signage from
Melbourn

•

•

There is a tiny 'footpath' sign pointing off the High Street pavement
towards the station but no reference to the station from the High Street.
The vehicular entrance off the High Street is marked by a small railway
provided sign on a post that is blocked from view by foliage. If travelling
from the Melbourn direction an additional railway provided low level sign
has been erected.
At the junction of Station Road and the station footpath there is no signage
indicating the modally best route from Melbourn to the station nor for the
opposite direction is there walking/cycling route signage indicating the
Science Park, Village College, Melbourn Science Park, Melbourn Village
College and other amenities.
In Melbourn at the junction of Station Road and the High Street there is a
small traditional finger board that points to Meldreth and the railway
station.
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•

From the Shepreth direction a road sign does point to the station. At the
same junction, from the northern approach there is a road sign pointing to
the station. There is no indication from the opposite direction nor from
Mortlock Street.

Photo: the sign at the corner of the High Street and Station Approach. This is completely
blocked from sight by the tree when arriving from the direction of Meldreth Village.

Photo: Footpath sign from High Street, but no indication of station
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Appendix A.1.2 Access to the trains and platforms
The Up Platform
From Meldreth: Users walking to/from Meldreth village must use the footbridge, as do those using
cars.
From Melbourn: The footpath off the Up platform across the adjacent field is the shortest and safest
walking or cycling route to/from Melbourn. This is not step free off the platform. The footpath is
narrowly paved. It is not lit during the hours of darkness. At the Melbourn end along the section off
the field, it is lit and eventually joins Melbourn's Station Road and becomes a part of Station Road
pavement. Overall, it is not currently accessible for wheelchair and push chair users.

Photo: Footpath to Melbourn

There is a short flight of (9) steps up to the platform from this footpath, thus there is no step free or
level access.
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Photo: Step access to the Up platform

The platform is 4 cars long. It has tactile strips but no yellow line/hatching.
There is no ticket machine.
There is no cycle parking.
The shelter is adequate but without side panels for complete shelter from rain. There are two
benches under the shelter, but no other seating on the northern part of the platform beyond the
footbridge.

Photo: Shelter on the Up platform – 2 benches but no side panels

The CIS is obscured to the northern part of the platform by the footbridge and station sign.
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Photo: CIS obscured by the footbridge and station sign

There is no directional signage on the platform to indicate walking, cycling or driving routes to
Melbourn or Meldreth.

Photo: The “Way Out” sign on the Up platform, no signage to Melbourn

The Down platform
From Melbourn: Users to/from Melbourn on foot or cycling must use the footbridge. There is no
step free access unless using the longer route along the main road that links the two villages.
From Meldreth: Users accessing to/from Meldreth can use the Station Road entrance or a footpath
to the High Street from the centre of the platform at the foot of the footbridge but though step free
it is not obstacle free. The footpath off the Down platform is a short and safe exit to the village of
Meldreth. It is partly paved and wide enough for buggies and wheelchairs but not for two of them to
easily pass. It is a step free platform exit but it is blocked by an anachronistic kissing gate at the High
Street end.
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Photo: exit to footpath from Down platform

Photo: Kissing gate blocks the end of the footpath into Meldreth village

There is a covered shelter adjacent to the station building.
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Photo: The Up platform, showing covered shelter and further uncovered benches

Two metal benches are provided along the platform, these are not covered.
Tactile strips are in situ along the entire 4 car long platform but there is no yellow line/hatching.
The platform is extremely narrow at one point near the car park end.

Photo: Narrow platform near the car park: less than 1m between the tactile strip and the
building.

From the northern end of the platform, beyond the footbridge, the CIS is slightly obscured by a
lighting column.
There is a ticket machine just outside the station building.
There is no clear signage indicating the best way to either Meldreth or Melbourn nor the main
possible businesses by a walking or cycling route.
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Appendix A.1.3 Facilities at Staffed Stations
For a limited period each day during the morning the station is staffed and tickets may be purchased
from a ticket office. During this period, a waiting room is available as are toilet facilities. From about
11.15 none of these facilities is available.
Appendix A.1.4 Other Features
Meldreth Station has tubs on both platforms which are planted and watered by volunteers.
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Appendix A.2

Shepreth Railway Station Audit

Shepreth station directly serves the village of Shepreth. This village lies entirely within the South
Cambridgeshire District of the County of Cambridgeshire. The station lies entirely within the parish
of Shepreth.
This station also serves parts of Barrington, Fowlmere and Meldreth.

Map: Geographic location of Shepreth Station to the NW of Shepreth village

A full-barrier level crossing abuts the station, monitored by CCTV from the Foxton signal box.
Passengers requiring a platform change must exit and pass over the crossing.
The station has one four-car platform (up) and one eight-car platform (down). The platforms are
narrow and the curve in the track increases the distance between platform and train. There are
tactile strips to denote the edge of the platform but no yellow lines.
The Down platform was extended in Summer 2017 to be able to accommodate 8-car trains
(including Class 700 units), without straddling the level crossing. Although the Up platform was not
lengthened, 8-car trains now call there using Selective Door Operation which opens the doors on the
front four carriages only.
CCTV coverage of the platforms is limited. A public address system is provided.
Due to the unmanned nature of the station a number of the more typical station facilities are
missing, including toilets and a refreshment kiosk.
Appendix A.2.1 Getting to the station
Parking
Outside the station building there is car parking for 12 cars and one disabled bay. One of the key
attractors of the station is the availability of free car parking. The car park frequently exceeds
capacity and, with the lack of any controlled parking nearby, does result in inappropriate car parking
within the car park as well as on Station Rd, causing an obstruction to the flow of traffic.
On the north side of the station, idle Network Rail-owned land, which had been used as an unofficial
parking area has now been fenced off as a storage depot but remains empty and unused.
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Photo: Land previously used for customer parking fenced off as maintenance depot.

There are four cycle parking areas: one near the road has 9 Sheffield Stands, 2 Sheffield Stands in
front of the station building, an additional 4 Sheffield Stands the other side of the car park and a
covered rack for 9 cycles.

Photo: cycle parking at Shepreth

There is a covered ticket machine located outside the station building, in the car park.
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Photo: ticket machine located next to the station building

Signage
A local area map is provided at the entrance to the Up platform, although it does not contain much
information. Fortunately, Shepreth Wildlife park, which is the destination of many passengers, is
adjacent to the station and has a large sign.
The station itself has a low profile when seen from the road. The station entrance totem is obscured
by trees and very dirty. There is nothing on the station building to suggest that this is a station. This,
coupled with the boarded-up station windows, gives the station an unloved feel.

Photo: lack of signage on station building

Appendix A.2.2 Access to the trains and platforms
Up Platform
•

Access to the Up platform is through an arch in the original station building, although the
building itself is not used and the station is unstaffed. The station building can be accessed
by steps or a ramp.
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•
•
•
•

A passenger help point is located on the Up platform.
There is a waiting shelter set into the station building with seating. There is no other seating
on the platform. The platform is narrow and curved.
The CIS stands next to the shelter but is obscured from view from the rest of the platform by
signals.
The station building is mostly unused and is boarded up. It is understood to have been sold
by Network Rail to the Arch Company.

Photo: The Up platform at Shepreth - the shelter can be seen on the right-hand side. The
CIS is obscured for most of the rest of the platform.

Down Platform
•
•

The Down platform is accessed via a footpath and ramp adjacent to the level crossing.
The Down platform has a small brick built waiting shelter that would keep a few people dry
in poor weather conditions.

Photo: Small brick shelter on the Down platform

•

There are 2 additional (uncovered) benches on the platform, and a small covered shelter.
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Photo: View across to the Down platform, benches and small covered shelter

•
•

There are two CIS on the platform, offering uninterrupted views from both sides.
There is a help point but no ticket machine on the Down platform.

Appendix A.2.3 Other Features
Shepreth station has tubs on both platforms and a small garden at the front of the station which are
planted and watered by volunteers. A disused BT phone box stands beside the station building.
Adjacent to the Down platform, an area has been allocated for a 'Memorial Garden'.
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Appendix A.3

Foxton Railway Station Audit

Foxton station directly serves the village of Foxton and also the nearby villages of Fowlmere,
Harston, Haslingfield and Barrington. These villages lie entirely within the South Cambridgeshire
District of the County of Cambridgeshire. The station is entirely within the parish of Foxton.
It is located adjacent to the busy A10 level crossing, which is monitored from the nearby signal box.
A freight-only branch (the Barrington Light Railway) diverges to the west beyond the crossing south
of the station, serving the nearby Barrington cement works and quarry.

Map: geographic location of Foxton to the NW of Foxton village

The station has one four-car platform (up) and one eight-car platform (down). Access to each
platform is from ramps at the end of the platform to the busy A10 road. The ramps are steep and
may not be fully DDA compliant in terms of gradient. There are no handrails on the ramp.
Platform 2 (down, for trains to Cambridge) was extended in Summer 2017 to allow 8-car trains to
call without straddling the level crossing behind. Platform 1 was not lengthened, as it is located
before the crossing and 8-car trains use Selective Door Operation to open the doors on the front
four carriages only.
The platforms are narrow. Not all the platform furniture has colour contrast bands and could be an
obstacle to partially sighted passengers. The distance between the tactile strip and obstacles is less
than 1m.
CCTV coverage of the platforms is limited. A public address system is provided on both platforms but
is difficult to hear due to the traffic on the A10.
Due to the unmanned nature of the station a number of the more typical station facilities are
missing, including toilets and a refreshment kiosk.
Appendix A.3.1 Getting to the station
Foxton Station Entrance and Parking
Access to Foxton station is inextricably linked with navigating the A10, including designated crossings
of the track on both sides of the road.
There is no station car park at Foxton station. There is a layby to the north of the station on the busy
A10 for passenger drop off.
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There are four open Sheffield Stands on the A10 close to the London platform. Cycles are often
chained to the road railings close to the Cambridge platform, and to the railings next to the road and
next to the wicket gate on the Barrington side.

Photo: Four Sheffield stands are provided; bikes are often chained to adjacent railings.

Bus stops are located just to the north of the level crossing. There are no bus shelters, and a bus stop
sign is only provided in the Cambridge direction. No timetable information is provided for the
Guided Busway route.
There is a footpath from the London platform to Foxton village and church around ½ mile away. The
ramp down to the path and the path itself are unmade. The gate at the end of the ramp is jammed
half open. There is a faded sign close to the platform and a newer sign by the A10. The sign at the
village end of the path indicates the route to the station. There is a kissing gate between the village
end of the path and the path across the field, making it unsuitable for push chairs and wheelchairs.
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Photo: Footpath to Foxton village, showing (top right, clockwise) unmade ramp to gate,
illegible footpath sign, kissing gate and unmade path to village.

Photo: Foxton village end of the footpath

The level crossing adjacent to the station has been the subject of studies to replace the crossing by a
bridge. Pedestrians use wicket gates either side of the road. These gates have magnetic locks which
seal when a train is approaching. They are stiff and may prove difficult to open for some people.
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Photo: Magnetic Wicket Gates to cross the railway line to the opposite platform

Appendix A.3.2 Access to the trains and platforms
Up Platform
The Up platform is accessed from the A10 on the Foxton village side. There is a gate to the platform
from the road and a ramp up to the platform. There are tactile strips to denote the edge of the
platform but no yellow lines.
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Photo: Gate and from A10 to London platform

There is an unmade footpath from Foxton village to the Up platform, described above.
There is a ticket machine on the London platform. A help point with induction loop is provided on
the London platform. The help point has CCTV which also covers the ticket machine.

Photo: Ticket machine and help point on London platform

The CIS display on the London platform is located in the middle of the platform and is easily visible
for those standing on the platform, but for people leaning out of the shelter, the CIS is obscured by
signals.
The London platform shelter is contained within the original station building and contains one metal
and two wooden benches. The waiting shelter is beyond the signal where the train stops. There is
no other seating on the Up platform.

Photo: view across to the Up platform – no seating

Down Platform
The Down platform is accessed by a ramp from the A10. There is a gate which is permanently open.
There are tactile strips and a yellow line to denote the edge of the platform.
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Photo: Gate and ramp access to Down platform from A10

There is no ticket machine or help point on this platform.
There is a small, brick-built shelter with a 3-seat bench. It does not afford much shelter in bad
weather. Additionally, there are two uncovered metal benches on the platform. Further along the
platform is a newer metal and glass shelter with no sides. There is no shelter on the extended part of
the platform.
There are two CIS on the platform, both have unobscured views.

Photo: view of the Down platform showing brick shelter, uncovered benches and shelter
with no sides
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Photo: The far end of the extended platform has no shelter.

Appendix A.3.3 Other Features
Foxton station has tubs on both platforms which are planted and watered by Foxton Gardens
Association.
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